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A world reinvented with a burlesque touch.

Taking the audience into a time capsule fed by strange 
poetry.

"Triptease" It is the envy to discover the world of  our "striptyque" 
show with its two headless coats and its touching  female monster 
puppets .

To create a clandestine cabaret in quirky places .



The show starts by the way the audience is transported ….

They are immersed into a familliar place which is transformed into a 
performance site.

To look outside the box.



PERFORMING ON EVERY GROUNDS AND QUIRKY SITES

 

This show is performed by nightfall,

under a lamp post,

at a corner street,
 
by the woods,

in a park,

under a circus tent,

or even in an underground parking ...

Our show provides itself  its 
soundsystem and lights.

Technichal needs asked to the event 
organisor : 

Performance space 3m x 4m

A dressing room close to where the 
show is held 

Power source access, plug 16A



Mishaped bodies unveil their beauty.

The body takes a central place with the two headless coats.

   © Maud Modjo

The attraction and  repulsion of  the freaks in a world 
where having the percfect body is a myth  still alive  .

What can we find hidden under those coats ?
Desires, dreams ,bodies with skin and flesh....



Triptease  Duration 26 min

Dreamy strip show suitable from age 10
puppet show in a quirky place

An obese woman and the strip tease of  vital organs conducted by two headless coats will tickle your curiosity .
A fierce and ridiculous game where the puppet master's bodies mingle with the puppets bodies.
« TRIPTEASE » invites you to lose your head in a fantastic  freak show.

Collective writing
Directing and performing
Marion Gardie , Claire Rosolin
Soundscape
Kristof Hiriart
Coat maker
Jean-Pierre Pacheco
Kind advisers
Flore Audebeau , Olivia faye, Vincent Nadal
Puppet and mask makers
Marion Bourdil , Marion Gardie , Claire Rosolin



CONTACT

-

Marion Gardie
Stage director and puppet master 

+ 33(0) 6 78 58 27 78
compagniemouka@gmail.com
http://ciemouka.jimdo.com
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